ClimateLaunchpad Austria 2022 - a review
Fixing climate change, one start-up at a time. With these words, the ClimateLaunchpad, the world's largest
ideas competition for sustainable business ideas and sustainable entrepreneurship, entered a new round this
year. As in previous years, the [sic!] - students' innovation centre - had the honour of hosting it in Austria for
the seventh time in 2022 and supporting new, green start-up ideas from Austria. And all this finally offline
and on a personal level again. It didn't matter how far along the participants' ideas were: whether fully
developed with a business plan or captured on a napkin with a biro, the only condition was that they had the
potential to tackle the effects of climate change, conserve resources and make an active contribution to
greater sustainability. And there are many of them: in the 61 countries where the CLP is organised globally,
thousands of idea applications came together again this year.
The official starting signal for Austria was at the end of February 2022. An interdisciplinary organisation team
of the [sic!] - students' innovation centre - acquired a total of 19 submissions from all over Austria over
several months by means of social media, advertising materials and its presence at events of all kinds, from
which 8 teams were ultimately selected. These selected teams for this year now had a month-long journey
ahead of them, in which they not only learned to improve their skills and ideas, but also got the opportunity to
become part of a global network with other teams and experts and share their ideas within it.

Th journey begins
The start of the journey for the Austrian teams
began with a 2-day bootcamp from 28 - 29 of May
2022 at BOKU's Ilse-Wallentin-Haus, where our
teams prepared for the coming weeks with Elena
Messiou, experienced expert and ClimateLaunchpad
trainer, and laid the foundation for the course of the
rest of the competition. Thanks to intensive
training and input sessions, the participants were
shown all the facets that mattered: Founder's
dream, Customer Value Proposition up to
instruments for measuring the Climate Impact.
Strengthened with this knowledge, the teams went into the first round of Follow-up workshops two
weeks later. Thanks to Elisabeth Korshunova (The Ventury) and Nina Gruber (tech2b), the teams
deepened their knowledge in the modules Customer Discovery, Assumptions and Experiment Design

with permanent peer-to-peer feedback at the Expat Center of the Vienna Business Agency. We were
provided with a delicious lunch 'Rita bringts' from Vienna. Two weeks later, we went into the last round
before the final with the Follow Up Workshops. With Stefanie Nagler (AWS), Thomas Fischer (BDO) and
Okan McAllister (kindby), the teams completed the modules Competitive Advantage, JTBD and above
all Pitching in the Impact Hub Vienna and perfected their skills and pitch deck for the upcoming final.

The end of the the beginning: the Austrian National Final
The Austrian National Final on 28 June 2022 at the BDO Austria headquarters marked the end of the Austrian
teams' journey. Even though it was the final for the teams at the Austrian level, for the winning teams it was
only the beginning of their further progress in the global competition of ideas. The teams, who had been
working towards this evening throughout the stages of the journey, finally pitched their ideas in front of the
approximately 70 guests and not only inspired potential changemakers, but also showed one thing above all:
even a seemingly small idea can have a big impact!
Even though the decision was difficult due to the sensational pitches, in the end three winning teams managed
to convince the expert jury of their ideas. 3rd place, endowed with a brutkasten media package, went to
SENNsenn - a plant-based cheese alternative made from apricot kernels. 2nd place and a membership in the
TECHHOUSE incubator of Blue Minds Company went to Solar Spider with their photovoltaic barrel
components. The top spot and the associated BDO consulting package, however, went to Circle One with its
idea for a reusable system for shipping packaging. But even though these wins were already a lot, the main
prize was probably worth much more: their ticket to the European Regional Final, which will take place online
on 27th of September 2022.. Depending on their success there, they will then shine in the Grand Global Final
on 3rd of November 2022.
There was also another prize to be won at this year's final: the Audience Award, which the team from
Thinkubator earned. Even though they will not be at the European Final, they have secured a six-month
membership at Impact Hub Vienna. Furthermore, all teams won a free listing on the beeanco marketplace
and marketing support.

It was once again an honour for [sic!] to host the ClimateLaunchpad 2022. As in previous years, it is always
very enriching to see how many innovative and creative ideas changemakers come up with and how the
participating teams outgrow themselves in the course of the competition - both as a team with their idea and
personally with their respective learnings.
We would like to thank all our partners and sponsors for their support, without which none of this would have
been possible this year. Another thank you goes to the ClimateLaunchpad Central team for the trust you place
in the [sic!] And last but not least: a huge thank you to all the volunteers of the [sic!] - students' innovation
centre - for your support at all stages: to our country leads Stephan Bodinger, Florian Schanznig, Kea Nasler,
Maja Bührmann, Martina Barborik and Miriana Muntean, to Eva Maria Unger (together with Florian Schanznig)
for moderating the finale and to all other members of the [sic!] for your commitment.

